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Introduction

4

The changes in the modern consumer
increases the likelihood of your financial
institution needing to significantly
transform to meet the needs of the
customer. It may be developing more
robust digital service channels to offer
the customer more options, or migrating
low-value services being delivered
by high-value assets to lower cost-toserve channels, or developing more
comprehensive education and advisory
programs to help customers manage
their increasingly complex personal
economies, or it may be rethinking your
overall experiential platform to increase
market impact and engagement with a
more elusive and demanding audience.
The pace of digital evolution and change
today guarantees the chances of being
exposed to new market and/or consumer
forces that require your entire service
and offering to go under review and
likely to be revolutionized.
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This field guide has been written to help
you understand the process of branch
transformation and acquire the necessary
skills to begin the change process.
In 2010 our team was part of a comprehensive reconsideration
of the existing financial services condition within the US market.
At this time the future of banking had been narrated by Brett
King in his book Banking 2.0, and future living scenarios had been
visualized by Microsoft and others through beautifully rendered
films. In partnership with the technology leader NCR, and financial
institution BECU, we embarked on defining the real bank of the
future and how it would operate day-to-day. It began as a bluesky initiative, but quickly evolved into a practical project setting
a future vision for BECU. Our work was informed by extensive
research in changes in the consumer retail market, and by the
current and futures developments that NCR’s thought leaders were
engaged on. The project realized for our team the broad arrange of
challenges facing true change in the financial services environment,
but it also provided a blueprint and road map for realizing that
future scenario. Over the next eight years we engaged in numerous
branch transformations for financial institutions ranging in size from
thousands of branches to only a few, and in dense metropolitan
markets as well as rural farmlands and remote islands. Our
partnership with NCR continued taking us beyond the US market
and exposing us to financial and retail projects in the Middle East,
Asia, and Europe. Throughout all this work we were slowly realizing
all the dimensions of the future branch that were first conceived in
the project with BECU. Not by design though, we approached each
project with a new focus but overtime realized that the predictions
we had made were the right ones and the ideas that were then
visions were becoming tangible and often being driven by
consumer demand.
5

1. Purpose and Scope
After more than twenty completed branch transformations, where each project
often had a single unique focus that was a major game-changer—whether it was
the complete self-service branch for Wells Fargo, a technologically driven futuristic
education platform for SEFCU, or a completely modularized kit-of-parts branch for
Citizens Bank—we began to reflect on the collective portfolio and the challenges each
financial institution faced when approaching this change. We realized that our more
recent projects began and ended with intensive Q&A sessions with our clients as they
struggled to comprehend the extent and complexity involved in truly transforming how
their branch operates, and how they deliver banking experiences to their customers
and members. We also were concerned with the many agencies loosely calling any
change to a bank today a transformation, and were compelled to write a field manual
to help financial institutions understand if they need to actually transform, and if they
do having the basic knowledge of branch transformation and the key field skills to
select the right partners and succeed in the process.
2. What is Branch Transformation?
Branch transformation is a matter of changing how the branch operates. In its ideal
it consists of migrating low-value routine transactional engagements to alternative
or lower cost channels—either directly to mobile phone or to the phone and ATM,
in some cases leveraging the ATM as an interim stage until full phone adoption. The
goal being to move the branch operation and business model to one focused on
high-value advisory engagements, and education on financial matters and advising
customers through their personal economies. One of the key questions that arises
in this migration (change) is of less people visiting the branch—as transactions are
migrated out of the branch—are we losing opportunities for advisory and sales within
the branch. The question, still unanswered, is how effective sales and advisory services
are during remote engagements. The simple fact is more people in your space means
the more opportunities for sales. This is where the second dimension of branch
transformation forms, evolving the traditional branch model to a more retail model.
This is a more complicated operational change, and one that sees the most resistance
by financial institutions, most often in the form of statements such as, “people do not
want to hang out in a bank.” But this statement is only partially true. At the same time
as one makes this statement they overlook that a key challenge facing branches today
is that a lot of people still visit them for transactional purposes. People are choosing
to visit the branch, but not necessarily for the reasons that financially sustain a branch
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investment. The thing to focus on relative to the second point of evolving to a retail

provide an overview of the process, the project model, from start to roll-out that is

model is that people visiting is a good thing, it is your job to engage them in ways that

necessary for success. This model can overwhelm those institutions seeking fast and

connect low-value to high-value engagements. Consider the successes in other retail

a low-cost change, but like any true transformation and development of a new model

changes. While comparisons to the Apple store often frustrate financial institutions who

and or platform, it requires evolution, iteration, and continual refinement in the early

say we do not have exciting products to show, forget that before the turn of the last

stages. We need only refer to the automobile industry who builds and tests numerous

century very few people considered a visit to a technology store anything more than a

prototypes for even the subtlest of changes to their vehicles before releasing them to

transactional visit. The same goes for convenience stores, which have been redefined

market, or the tech hardware and software industries who iterate and test excessively

by Wawa, a successful C-store player in the northeast who invested in experience and

both before and after launch. In section four we deconstruct the branch environment

more personal engagements. It is our belief that those institutions that recognize the

and outline all the components that need to be considered and addressed in the

complex financial challenges that consumers face today, and the increasingly risky

change. And in section five we make the case for prototyping, testing, and measuring

environment their money often plays in, and develop new platforms that advise and

during the change, before you launch, after your launch, and as you roll-out.

guide people to better and more informed financial success will see adoration and
loyalty the likes of which they have not seen before.

5. The Inevitability of Change
Before mobile banking the biggest change in the banking environment was the

3. Field Skills

introduction of the ATM in 1967. This technology is still the center of most change

Knowledge of field skills, including knowing how to analyze your existing experience,

today. The point is that the bank is not an environment familiar to change and

and familiarity with the basic components in a branch experience will greatly increase

innovation, but it would be naive to think that is reason for not transforming your

your chances for success. For example, understanding that the physical change of your

financial institution. The recent marketplace is littered with the carcasses of numerous

bank is only one part of an ecosystem that includes staff training and choreography, in-

examples of industries thought to have been out of the reach of change by digital

branch communication, and the synchronization of the customer experience across all

and mobile advancements. Now more than ever the financial industry is experiencing

touch points is the difference between those that build a new pilot and stop, and those

an increasing competition from fintech startups, and while in the short term the

that evolve and roll-out successful new programs.

established financial institutions have a seemingly comfortable moat around their
business we know this can not last. Who would have thought a few years ago that the

4. What to Expect from this Field Manual

hotel industry would be competing with people renting-out their rooms, and that the

We would love to provide a complete know-how book on branch transformation on

taxi and car rental companies would be competing with people sharing or renting their

par with the military survival field manuals that inspired this format, but our experience

cars. Branch transformation is not going to be the only answer to the future of financial

in transforming financial institutions and other retail environments for more than twenty

institutions , but it is a critical first step in evolving the model to both survive and

years sobers us to the complexity of the effort and specificity to each organization,

sustain. And to support the value of the physical branch in the new model, consider

their market, and most important their consumer. We can provide the basic knowledge

that this past year the online retailer, and biggest retailer in the world Amazon, began

of the process, and some considerations based on experience, but also know that

opening new physical store concepts. The physical branch should not operate in ten

the transformation process requires the right set of partners and an organizational

years the same way it does today, but it also is not going away. It is transforming, and

openness to change that no manual can provide.

you can either lead, follow, or ignore that change. This is a field manual for those

In section two we provide the five key questions you need to ask of your organization

preparing for that change and especially for those that want to lead the change.

as preparation before beginning down the path of change. In section three we
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Common reasons for change:
. Acquire new customers through market
impact
. Position digital solutions prominently in new
experience/design

What defines success
for us?
Each brand and organization has their own objectives
for their new customer experience in and beyond

. Implement new high-tech, high-touch
experience and service engagement

the branch. While many financial organizations are
experiencing the same changes and challenges, we have
found that each organization weighs even the common
objectives differently and often interprets them unique

. Grow customer relationships (cross sell & up
sell opportunities)
. Increase brand equity by enhancing the
expression of the brand in the branch
. Optimize physical distribution of space to
reduce overall branch cost
. Build a consistent branch experience across
portfolio
. Define a core, kit-of-parts, set common to
every branch
. Increase presence of financial education within
the branch experience
7

to their own organization, members, and goals. It is a
valuable exercise to discuss and define the objectives
for your branch experience. We often refer to the
objectives as the strategic imperatives, those things that
must be accomplished in order to define a successful
transformation. This latter definition may help to distill
between things that would be nice to have from those
that are imperative and define success.

2
IMAGE: Full-scale white model
prototype of Wells Fargo
Neighborhood Branch Concept. The
prototype was an initial mock-up
used for assessment of the design,
testing, continued development of
components, an internal sales tool
of the concept, as well as a training
and rehearsal space.
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2

Strategically Planning A Transformation:
5 Questions Before You Begin

1
What Are The Biggest Challenges
Driving Change For Me?
2
What Is Occurring In The Branch
Today?
3
What Technology Is Right For My
Branch?
4
Does One Size Fit All?
5
How Does Financial Education
Factor Into Our New Platform?
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2.1

What Are The Biggest Challenges
Driving Change For Me?
There are four parts to this question.

Part 3: What is my financial commitment?
And the third part of the question is what is your financial commitment? Consider how

Part 1: Future branch or next-generation?

much time and money Elon Musk invested in his transformation of the automobile

The first part of the question you need to answer is if you are solving a big challenge

from a combustion to an electric engine. Then factor in that the car was only one part,

or a multiple of small challenges? In other words, are you looking to fundamentally

the bigger challenge was changing the infrastructure surrounding the car—fueling,

change the way your branch operates today—staffing roles and model, presence and

repairs, and sales. Rethinking the banking model is not as significant as rethinking the

role of technology, type or level of customer engagement? Or have you identified an

combustion engine, but it will definitely feel like it as you go through the process if

array of smaller challenges and are seeking to address these issues while also evolving

complete change is your goal. Understand that the truly future banking experiences

the branch operation through, for example, implementing a universal teller platform?

have already been conceived and designed, the issues are infrastructure, regulation,

Do you have a vision for your future branch, or are you planning the next-generation

data, and compatibility. Even if you wanted to, you could not close down your branch

model? Are you willing to omit the traditional teller counter, minimize it, or are you

tomorrow and shift all transactions to mobile. You could shift some, but not all. There

interested in rethinking it?

is currently no fintech that can produce a cashier check for their customer. And even
though the simple fact that an financial institution is still producing cashiers checks may

Part 2: What is my time frame?

be the appropriate focus, the simple fact is banks still produce many of them.

The second thing you need to do is define the duration of your change. What is your
time frame for change? Are you looking to quickly eliminate all transactions from

Part 4: How progressive is your change?

the branch and focus your physical properties solely on advisory services? Or is your

This leads to the fourth and final part of the question to consider, how many

branch, or network, heavily under-invested and you need to make improvements

customers are you willing to leave behind in order to accomplish your change? Are

and see this as good opportunity to evolve your model, either through increasing the

you approaching this with a leave no customer behind, or is the change and extent

presence of technology in the hands of the customer, or through a model that delivers

of investment more important and you are willing to accept that some customers

a more premium, or at least better, customer experience? The answers to these

simply won’t change, and may not make it through the evolution. This is a challenging

questions define entirely different paths of transformation, one may be implementing a

question for an organization to consider, but greatly informs the decisions you will

branch of the future, where another may be a service engagement solution.

make in the development of the new design and branch platform, as well in the
implementation and roll-out.
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2.1

Exercise:
Inside-Out
One of the exercises we use when working with clients is what we refer to as an InsideOut assessment using a KANO workshop. The workshop includes participation of
organization executives, key decision makers, project shareholders, and some front-line

HAPPY CUSTOMER

staff or branch managers.
Objective:
The objective is to facilitate a creative dialogue with your team to assess how you see
your customer experience today, identifying challenges and successes, and discussing
and debating in a positive effort to establish an inside-out perspective on your existing
branch experience.

DID NOT DO
IT AT ALL

DID IT
VERY WELL

Activity:
Ask participants to rate the Basics, Performance and Wows of the branch experience.
Each participant is to provide three answers for each category, write their answers out
on a Post-it™ note, and then place them on the matrix to the right while explaining
each answer and its position on the chart.

UNHAPPY CUSTOMER

Basics

Performance

Wows

Presence of basic attributes that
a customer would expect to find
that does not lead to delight, but
when absent result in extreme
dissatisfaction.

Those attributes of the experience
that customers will rigorously
evaluate alternative options against

Unique attributes that delight and
may surprise the customer, but do
not cause dissatisfaction when not
there. Name 1-2 Wows you have,
and 1 aspiration Wow.
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2.1

Case Study:
Wells Fargo
Neighborhood Branch Concept
Wells Fargo was interested in developing a new branch concept to supplement their
portfolio that was to be implemented in metropolitan locations, geared toward a
more rapid transitory traffic, and a younger audience. They wanted an efficient new
branch model where customers handled their own transactions using then new NCR
ITM technology. The secondary focus was on how to maintain and capitalize on sales
opportunities in this more transitory model? This was solved through technology,
NCR’s bespoke Interactive Banker, and a combination of a new meeting space and
staff engagement choreography. Wells Fargo made the commitment to have no
traditional tellers, which allowed us to completely rethink the branch operation,
flow, choreography, and staff engagement. The result was a new type of banking
environment with successful adoption of self-service banking and sales that well
exceeded expectations.
The learnings:
If you are interested in radical change, it is best to do so through a new concept added
to your portfolio which can then be leveraged to phase out previous models or modify
those models. The latter is how Wells Fargo rolled out the new concept after a few
dedicated versions of the concept in the D.C. market.
Migration is most effective when there is less choice. Customers are surprisingly
adaptive to new environments, especially when they appreciate the benefits and/or
understand your efforts are inclusive of their concerns.
Change on this scale—completely rethinking your current condition—is challenging
and requires proper development. Contrary to popular belief, the customer is not the
challenge, the organization is. People are fearful of change and how it effects them
and their jobs, and managing internal adoption is the bigger challenge in this level of
transformation.
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2.2

What Is Occurring Around Your Branch?

In addition to your strategy and understanding what transactions are currently being
done in the branch, next you need to establish an understanding of what is occurring
outside your branch, in your local market. You want to identify any key attributes that
will impact the design and the technology contemplated for the branch.
You need the data—for both inside and outside your branch—in hand to assess the
technology needs and requirements necessary to support today’s branch activity (see
section 2.3), and the anticipated activity that will take place in that branch for the next
five to ten years. Here are some sample questions to ask and investigate:
• Does the branch have a very large deposit base with an
average of 12,000 transactions a month or more, and that
number has not decreased much over time?
• Does the branch have a large number of HELOC loans sold
every month and has experienced a steep declining of teller
transaction volumes?
• Is the market seeing a large influx of homeowner and small
business based on area revitalization-—a mix of millennials,
retirees and SMB owners?

• Community and neighborhood data
• Market environment
• Segmentation characteristics
• Customer’s personal, family and business needs
• Customer/HH/SMB current relationships

This exercise will allow you to set an initial baseline and goals for transaction migration

• Target customers
• Financial and growth projections

going forward, as well as sales goals to show progress of moving from a transactional

• Competitors

relationship to a more advisory role, and this information is valuable for making

• Per square foot: sales, customers, target market

decisions operations of the future branch.
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HH/businesses, deposit, loans, etc.

2.3

What Technology Is Right
For My Branch?
As you begin your transformation it is critical for you to make an assessment of
the current technology outfitted in your network, and what is and is not working.
We recommend agnostic assessments that look at transaction types and volumes

Customer Enablement

Staff Enablement

as well as assessing any technology currently being tested. It is important to be
able to determine if the lonely deposit hardware in the lobby is experiencing low
adoption because of its placement, lack of support through staff engagement and
choreography, or customer preference.
Consider all technology in the branch including staff support technology (TCRs.

Back End Control
Browse

tablets), customer support technology (ATM, ITM, remote teller), and communication
technology (digital signage, tablets). The latter is an often overlooked component that
is critical to a reconsideration of a branch, because marketing and communication are

Branding/Marketing, and
Programming Content
Browse
Movies

Browse
Genres

vital parts of a branch experience.
New Movie Selections

Timeline

00:00:00

Insert Interactive Elements / Images
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00:00:30

00:01:00

2.1

Case Study:
SEFCU
Future Branch Concept
SEFCU was interested in developing a futuristic branch environment that would act

Hi Jane!

as a lab for new ideas and the testing of new custom-supporting technologies. The
physical challenge of the space was turned into an opportunity for using a large video
wall to attract attention, affect the environment relative to its proportion using color
and image, drive engaging messaging, and to be an interactive surface. Such an
Jane Smith

expense is not typically justified in a branch, but by making this wall the primary visual
and interactive component of the small branch this was the right technology for the

Flight Supervisor
ORD

experience. In addition to a highly impacting visual effect driving traffic into the branch,

Hi Jane!

the media has an immediate and long term operation for testing new technologies—
including instructional interactive classroom, customer identification via RFID and
beacon, augmented reality interactions, and contextual recognition and adjustment of
Savings Seminars
Credit
Planning
Mortgages Home loans
Retirement

content to name only a few.
The learnings:

loans

Jane Smith

Technology is exciting, but it is also expensive and has a rapid life cycle, so investments

Hi Jane!

should consider the impact relative to customer experience, return on investment, and

Flight Supervisor
ORD

extent of life cycle. The more significant the investment in the technology, the more
central it should play in the experience, and the more central it plays the more it will
require continually fresh content to deliver unique and continuous engagement.

Headline
Intro copy...

More is not always better. The right placement and successful integration into the

Jane Smith

Headline

Headline

Intro copy lorem
ipsum phaedra...

Intro copy lorem
ipsum phaedra...

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Morbi commodo, ipsum sed
pharetra gravida, orci magna rhoncus
neque, id pulvinar odio lorem non turpis.
Nullam sit amet enim. Suspendisse id velit
vitae ligula volutpat condimentum.
Aliquam erat volutpat. Sed quis velit.
Nulla facilisi. Nulla libero. Vivamus pharetra
posuere sapien. Nam consectetuer. Sed
aliquam, nunc eget euismod ullamcorper,
lectus nunc ullamcorper orci, fermentum
bibendum enim nibh eget ipsum. Donec
porttitor ligula eu dolor. Maecenas vitae
nulla consequat libero cursus venenatis.

Flight Supervisor
ORD

environment and experience defines effectiveness.

Savings Seminars
Credit
Planning
Mortgages Home loans
Retirement

loans

Savings Seminars
Credit
Planning
Mortgages Home loans
Retirement

loans
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Headline
Intro copy...

Headline
Intro copy lorem
ipsum phaedra...

Headline
Intro copy lorem
ipsum phaedra...
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Morbi commodo, ipsum sed
pharetra gravida, orci magna rhoncus
neque, id pulvinar odio lorem non turpis.
Nullam sit amet enim. Suspendisse id velit
vitae ligula volutpat condimentum.
Aliquam erat volutpat. Sed quis velit.
Nulla facilisi. Nulla libero. Vivamus pharetra
posuere sapien. Nam consectetuer. Sed
aliquam, nunc eget euismod ullamcorper,
lectus nunc ullamcorper orci, fermentum
bibendum enim nibh eget ipsum. Donec
porttitor ligula eu dolor. Maecenas vitae

2.4

XL
Does One Size Fit All?

Flagship

30% MT 70% Advisory

This is a question about network planning. If you have one branch, this does not apply,
but if you have multiple branches then it is likely they are all quite different in format,
in different neighborhood types, and running different activity sets. Your branch in
downtown, which is packed at lunch and payday Fridays, is not the same as the remote
branch in the rural neighborhood with a few thousand residents nearby. As you begin
planning your transformation you need to assess your current portfolio, and consider

L
Blended Full
Function

what is the right branch portfolio set going forward. Are the branches in groceries
under performing with high concentrations of transactions and minimal sales, while

40% MT 60% Advisory

your metropolitan branch is undergoing a change in value as younger people and
more diverse cultures move to cities and seek financial advice and services?
No outside team can visit a few branches and tell you what portfolio is right for you.
You know your branches, or should, and defining your new portfolio is a collective
effort between you and your branch partner(s) that includes your vision for the future

M
Digital

branch experience, what your customers are currently doing in your branches and
where the strongest values lie for them, your growth plans, and your investment plans.

40% MT 60% Advisory

S
Teller +SS +AS
50% MT 50% Advisory

XS
Cashless SS
100% MT 0% Advisory
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2.5

How Does Financial Education Factor
Into Our New Platform?
The last question as you begin your transformation focuses on content. Nearly every
financial institution has content—financial literacy, financial planning know-how,
money matter content, lifestyle content, or other—the question is what exists, in what
form, and how is it currently being delivered? Financial matters are complicated, life

A PROGRAM GUIDE AS AN INTRODUCTION

is complicated, and somewhere in the middle is your customer/member attempting

TO OUR EDUCATION PROGRAM AND A

to make it through each day thinking they know more than do and not asking for the
advice they sorely need. We believe the more you care and invest in the sustainability
of your customers financial being the more profitable you will be, and as such

BEGINNER’S GUIDE FOR THE NAVIGATION
OF

MONEY

MANAGEMENT

WITH

THE

GOAL TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE FINANCIAL
BETTERMENT.

any new branch model should address what and how content is being offered to
customers. When times were simpler our banker was our financial advisor, someone
we considered part of the family when it came to financial questions. Now, things are

INTRODUCTION

BEGINNER'S GUIDE

more complicated, and as financial institutions shift their focus to advisory and sales,
financial content is a critical part of the equation and should be considered early in

November
T

your transformation.

H

S

C

c

O

P

FINANCE FORM

5 Saturday

The more we know, the more we can help identify
information and tools for you to work towards your goals.

T

So take some time to complete the form in its entirety—include all information you have
available and consider your goals and timeline. Then we can help you understand where
your money goes each month and how better to manage it.

Talk:
Your Personal Economy
INCOME

7 Monday

8 Tuesday

C
Class:
Budget Planning

INCOME 1
INCOME 2

9 Wednesday

c

H

10 Thursday

P

EXPENSE

AMOUNT

GASONLINE

$

AUTOMOTIVE MAINTENANCE

$

CHILD/DEPENDENT

$

CLOTHES

$

EDUCATION

$

GROCERIES

$

OTHER ENTERTAINMENT

$

HEALTH/FITNESS

$

HOME MAINTENANCE

$

CABLE TELEVISION

$

INTERNET

$

OTHER UTILITIES

$

TK

Local, or celebrity interior
decorators talk about designing
the perfect room using Joybird
furniture.

O

Hands-on class where Bank
ﬁnancial experts help you
budget and manage your
monthly revenue and expenses
.

H

History:
Mid-Century Modern

Partner:
Pret-a-Reporter

History:
Mid-Century Modern

Judith Miller, Department Head at
School University

Pret-a-Reporter, part of the
Hollywood Reporter

Judith Miller, Department Head at
School University

Identify value of region, and
present educational talks
associated with JOybird brand
and products.

See who Pret-a-Reporter has
named as the best 25 interior
designers in LA.

Identify value of region, and
present educational talks
associated with JOybird brand
and products.

Family-friendly event where
guests receive a Customizable
Joybird and can design their
own Joybird using swatches and
accessories in our store.

$

Consultations:
One-on-One

Social:
Wine & Friends

$50 for hour,
free for members

After-work social gathering at the
Bank Shop

One-on-one ﬁnancial matters
consultation sessions with Bank
Planners and or partners.

work hours for local professionals
and businesses.

c
Family Event:

Please Jump on the Furniture!
FREE

Family-friendly events that drive
key communication aspects of
Joybird products. Best to host
for day events targeting stay-athome parents.

t
Talk & Networking:
Economics of Cushion
Firmness

O
Class:
Be Your Own Designer

Harry Somone, Community Bank
Brief presentations of unique
networking mixer. Banks are
typically big on sponsoring these
type of events.

TO HELP MEMBERS BETTER MANAGE
THEIR MONEY, EITHER ON THEIR OWN OR
IN CONSULTATION WITH OUR EXPERTS.
FORMS/TOOLS

EVENTS

P
Talk & Networking:
Economics of Cushion
Firmness
Harry Somone, Community Bank

Hands-on class where Joybird
design partners help you
translate your inspiration into
room designs you can complete
yourself.

MONEY MANAGEMENT FORMS AND TOOLS

18

11 Friday

Family Event:
Customize your own Joybird
$30 for two guests

the Stars

INCOME 3
OTHER

Brief presentations of unique
networking mixer. Banks are
typically big on sponsoring these
type of events.

3
IMAGE: SEFCU Kiernan Plaza
branch. A futuristic lab space branch
constructed in the historic Kiernan
Plaza train station in downtown
Albany, New York.
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3

Project Model
The project model outlined below is based on the Design Made project process
and outlines the recommended stages for the development of a new retail concept,
especially a branch transformation. It is critical for a successful transformation to
invest the necessary time and effort for the development of the service/experience
choreography, training of staff, and prototyping new conditions and technologies; often
overlooked areas of a transformation project.

Design

Development
Service/Experience
Development

Build

Beta

Implement & Train

Launch Beta

Build & Install
Experience Choreography
Training

Measure

Refine 2

Rollout

Assess & Measure

Adjust
Portfolio Refine
Define Rule Sets

Test Fits
Visuals

Client project team
DM project mgmt
DM analytic team

Client project team
DM project mgmt
DM analytic team
DM design teams

Client project team
DM project mgmt
DM analytic team
DM design teams
DM develop team

Understand

Design

Refine

Develop & Test

Data Request
Kick-off workshop
Branch audits

Design
Concept Development

Refine
Adapt (to site)

Tape-out floor plan
Prototypes
Site reviews

Client executives
Client project team
DM analytic team
DM project mgmt
DM strategy team
Client tech partner

Client project team
DM project mgmt
DM design team

Client project team Client implementation team
DM project mgmt
Client IT team
DM design team
Client security team
Client facilities team
Client tech partner
Building Architect of Record
HVAC consultants
Fabricator
DM design team
DM project management
DM development team

Client implementation team
Building Architect of Record
Contractor
Fabricator build team
Fabricator install team
DM project management
DM development team
DM service design team
DM analytic team

3 - 6 weeks

5 - 8 weeks

2 weeks

4+ months

Team

6 - 10 weeks

16 - 26 weeks
(4 - 6 months)

20

Roll-out

4
IMAGE: Photo of vestibule, afterhours setup, of a fully modularized
branch designed by Design
Made, engineered,patented and
constructed by Boyce Products.
This prototype was assembled
within the office of the client and
used for testing, development, and
training.
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4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

Brand & Culture
Your Customers/Members
Staff & Service Engagement
Masterplanning
Choreography
Physical Space/Architecture/Kit-of-Parts
Technology Enablement
Merchandising (Products/Services)
Content & Activation
Back of House Support Processes

4.1

Brand & Culture:
Understanding Your Story
Metaphors can be challenging, but the metaphor of a stage and play is a good vehicle
for understanding the parts of a successful retail experience, as well for understanding
the value of content and strong actors in an experience. This is a fundamental to retail,

Actors

but one that is less understood by financial institutions. The story behind a brand is

These are the customers/
members and contactemployees in the branch
setting.

often the difference between a transaction and an experience. This might be most
exemplified in the restaurant, a typology that may be more applicable to banking then
a retail store. A good restaurant has a story behind it, whether fabricated or real, that is

Stage

The stage is the customerfacing side of the branch space
where all activities occur.

realized through subtle cues of the interior, the design of the identity, and if done well
will inform the menu and the look of the food. The customer does not need to overtly
know the story, but the cues will create a unique experience that they appreciate.
Customers appreciate the warm, comfortable environment of a Starbucks without

Script

knowing the Seattle coffee house story.

Props
Consider what type of financial environment you are, or want to be, and how you
want your customers to feel when they visit. What are the adjectives that define your
brand, and how are they to be realized in the environment. Define the personality of
your brand as a character in a story and consider the decisions they would make in

Branch components, products,
and related accessories are the
tools customers/members use
and interact with. They engage
customers with narratives and
articulate unique actor identities.

designing your new experience. Ultimately you are defining the affective experience
objectives around how you want your customer/member to feel when they interact
with you, and how they express your brand to their friends.

Customer Experience

23

The script is the contact
employee choreography
and engagement
guidelines.

4.2

Your Customers/Members

Customer Experience Cartography
Whether analyzing an existing experience or designing a new one, a planning
framework and architecture should support the effort. Our proprietary User Sequence

TIME
ATTRIBUTES

Map™ is a tool for the deconstruction of an experience and the setting in which
the activity takes place. The Map is agnostic to whether the environment is digital,

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE

physical, or telephony and easily migrates from one type of environment to another.
We developed the tool with a focus on the physical environment and the terms
apply more intuitively to built settings, but the basic structure is an abstraction of a
user engaging in a series of steps to accomplish something. We typically use this
tool in both a deconstructive and productive effort simultaneously. In this effort, the
first step is to adapt the Map to the specific user journey and each of the touch, or
activity, points available to the user along the way. Next we begin to frame-out and
distinguish the elements that define the setting, including the intended objectives, that
which is visible to the user, and that which is invisible to the user. The primary content
area of the Map is what we refer to as the setting—which is populated with both
challenges and opportunities observed in the immediate context where the activity is
taking place—identifying things that successfully supporting, informing, or affecting
the activity experience and those that may be hindering, challenging, or adversely
affecting the activity experience. The latter present the key areas for redesign.

S
E
T
D
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4.2

Exercise:
Outside-In

USER SEQUENCE MAP™
MAP POINTS
EXPERIENCE
OBJECTIVES &
INTENDED ACTION

Another exercise we use is what we refer to as the Outside-In exercise. For our team
this consists of a few different specialists from our team and may include a guided tour

POINT

POINT

•
•
•

•
•
•

(modality)

EXPERIENCE

with our clients or performed alone with our findings presented back to the client, but
USER MODALITY
(OBSERVED/INTENDED)

can be a valuable self-assessment exercise as well.
Objective:
The objective is to assess your existing branch environment and how it supports your
experience objectives.

Collect a small team of three to four people with a range of different skill sets or
backgrounds. Send this team out into the field visiting three to four locations within
your own branch network, at least one competitor branch—near one of your own
properties that you visit—and a select array of some of the better retail stores within

USER/CUSTOMER
ACTIVITY

trip destination. Watch their behaviors, paying attention to nuance and subtleties
to identify challenges or successes in the environment or experience. Record your
observations and photograph the environment or condition when possible.
Post Field
Gather the team(s) together and compare and discuss the findings with an emphasis
on your branches; what is working, what is not, where improvements can occur, and
what learnings from other retail can be applied to your experience.

These field trips are most valuable when lead by an experienced designer who can
narrate and draw your attention to non-obvious aspects and dimensions.
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-

[ LINE OF INTERACTION ]
CONTACT
EMPLOYEE
ACTIVITY

SETTING

S

ENGAGEMENT
CHOREOGRAPHY

E

ENVIRONMENT

T

TECHNOLOGY
ENABLEMENT

D

SELECTION/
DESELECTION

your network, or in the nearest major metropolis. Using the User Sequence Map™
assess each branch/store by watching people as they approach, enter, and fulfill their

...

...

FIRST-TIME VISITOR
REPEAT VISITOR
COMMERCIAL VISITOR

Activity:
In Field

(modality)

...
...

...

[ LINE OF VISIBILITY ]

SUPPORT PROCESSES/
TECHNOLOGY

[ INTERNAL INTERACTION ]

-

4.2

Sample

Example of a combined discovery and new idea

filled chart. The User Sequence Map™ is both for

deconstructing an experience as well as developing
new ideas and experiences.

USER SEQUENCE MAP
MAP POINTS
EXPERIENCE
OBJECTIVES &
INTENDED ACTION

APPROACH

ENTRY

FIRST ACTION

ACTIVITY(IES) / TRANSACTIONS
SELF-SERVICE

• Visually engage
• Seamless transition

• Decompress/Recompress
• Orient

•
•

“Wow, the AMC experience is
like no other.”

“This is why I only will visit
AMC theaters.”

• Simple
•
•

“I know I am at an AMC”
Anticipation

EXPERIENCE

Receptive
Where do I go?
What are my options?

USER MODALITY
(OBSERVED/
INTENDED)

What are the next
movies?

FIRST-TIME VISITOR
REPEAT VISITOR
COMMERCIAL VISITOR

(modality)
Generally observed as a habitual
action(s).

What is the
difference between
Fork & Screen and
Cinema Suites?

[ SELF-SERVICE ]

Initiate

USER/CUSTOMER
ACTIVITY

Orient

E

Greeting

T

[ LINE OF INTERACTION ]

- Search
- Initiate Kiosk
- Inquire
- Interact

S

S T E D

- Mobile assistant, “prestidigitator” with tablet
that provides overview of self-service activity

-

-

T E D

-

T E D

T E D

[ ASSISTED SERVICE ]

CONTACT
EMPLOYEE
ACTIVITY

S

ENGAGEMENT
CHOREOGRAPHY

E

ENVIRONMENT

T

TECHNOLOGY
ENABLEMENT

D

SELECTION/
DESELECTION

[ LINE OF VISIBILITY ]

SUPPORT PROCESSES/
TECHNOLOGY

S

- Chief Experience Officer
responsible for the creation
and disbursement of
topical content.

E

- Topical Displays

T

- Digitization of Gold/Silver
coupons through online
redemption. Enter coupon
code and translate into
online or mobile monies.

S

- Greeter and “First Magician”
engages guests at entry.
- Apparel pins: “I am a movie buff,
ask me a question!”

S

E

- Redesign of ticketing lobby
- Sponge wall media broadcast
where guests can learn, search,
find, and self-assist.

E

-New signage system for movie listings.
Intuitive, time-relevant, iconic distinction
between theater experience types.

T

T

- Proximic signage changes that address guest
distance to screen and densities.
- Mobile assist tablet & software

Allow guests to use
AMC Stubs card as
movie ticket.

D

- Area zoning that provides for intuitive
deselection. Move pre-buys quickly to more
speedy ABOs and move undetermined
customers to niche ABOs.

T

AMC Cloud:
Guest movie-going portal
& virtual wallet.
Build an iTunes-like portal
where guests can manage
wish lists, movie-related
activities, etc.

AMC STUBS:

Requires card swipe at ticket
collection and other POS
touch points.

T

T

-Digital augmentation

Crew Wiki Share
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-Signage program has ability to adjust to
densities of persons in area and broadcast
more relevant content.

E D T
New Interface Design

[ INTERNAL INTERACTION ]

T S

E D

S

- Supplement ABOs with
available staff for assistance. New
choreography to offer personal
engagement at self-service.

E

- Redesign of ABO area and ABO
design to make a spectacle of the
receiving of a ticket.
- Out-of-service cover for ABO.

T

- Redesign of screen sequence
and imagery to be more intuitive,
induce less confusion, and be
more engaging.
- Offer virtual assistant when guest
is very confused.

Chunking & Zoning

Internal wiki/share intranet where crew
members can share best-practice
ideas to engage guests and manage
challenging guests.
- Integrate into AMC Cloud.

Create a new interface design that is
intuitive, engaging, and consistent across
all modules/channels.

Reduce queue times through
the use of zones that are more
adaptable to a type of guest/
user, such as quick zones
for pre-buyers who are only
printing tickets, and a separate
zone designated with more
information that will attract
undetermined guests who are
seeking more info to make
a decision.

D

- Redesign of seating chart and UI
to be intuitive as to where screen
is relative to seats.

E T S

Make Ceremony of Ticketing &
Anthropomorphic ABO Design

Make a ceremony of receiving the printed ticket and transfer to ticket
collector. Influenced by Asian ceremony and ritual for such common things
as the exchange of business cards, redesign the whole ticket printing and
mobile ticketing process to be one of a ceremony: premium high-design
physical tickets, humanoid machine designs that suggest human gestures,
animated mobile tics using brand icons, and new choreography for the
treatment, disbursement, and collection of tickets by staff.

E

T
D

- Redesign of ABOs that allo
for more room per kiosk to
accommodate guest groups.
- Creation of new SS system
consisting of “self pods” and
“self niches.”
- Self-assist interactive table
and virtual assistant avatar.

- Lobby topical installations,
for example to communicate
awareness of difference
between Fork & Screen
and Cinema Suites using
actual seats in lobby and an
interactive or short movie
describing the differences.

4.3

Staff & Service Engagement
There is a cyclical loop that determines success relative to staffing and customer
Culture of organization directly reflects
on staff happiness and engagement
with customers

engagement that begins and ends, or more appropriately cycles back, through the
culture of the organization. We have found that those organizations with the best
culture become the desired places to work, which both creates a stronger candidate

Culture

pool as well as creates a unique pride of membership informing the hiring process
as staff act as guard over who is welcomed in. This cycle continually feeds itself
and the organization acquires better and better new employees which continually
improves the hiring process and thus the level of candidates.
Once applicants become employees, the on-boarding and training processes greatly
influence the new employees perception of the organization and their involvement,
which will either create an environment where staff greatly support one another and

Type Of Person Relative To Role
Empowerment Of Employee

Employee

Hiring
Marketing, Job Description
Hiring Program
Selection Process

their success or one where they don’t. With greater interpersonal support comes
greater individual employee success and greater success for the organization as
employees proudly act as brand ambassadors. Customers experience this difference
personally in their interactions with front-line staff and it defines the positivity and
affect of the customer engagement. In addition to the intangible influences of the
culture and training processes are the direct empowerment and incentive programs
for staff. The best customer experiences are nearly always a product of clearly stated
roles and goals of the individual and the empowerment to accomplish those goals.
For example, if a goal is to ensure that a customer never leaves unhappy, then the
employee needs to both have the freedom to deliver this and know what may be at
their disposal to accomplish the goal.
Staff and service engagement is more comprehensive then can be easily outlined
here, but understanding the impact in a transformation is critical. For example,
changing the branch environment without a strong communication and engagement
effort, or program, with the front line staff often leads to the staff being critical of the
changes during their interaction with the customer, thus building a negative tone
around the changes which inadvertently informs a negative perception in the mind
of the customer.
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Training
Program, Training, & Instructors
On-Boarding Process & Orientation
Updates, Refresh, & New Learnings
Improvisation & Preemption Education
Defined Priorities
Incentive Structure & Level Of Empowerment

4

5
B

3

A

B

B

6

A

2

4

5
B

3

A

1
B

B
A

2

5

B

A

6

7
2

1

1 Stove
2 China Storage
3 Fridge
4 Cabinet

B

1 Stove
2 China Storage
3 Fridge
4 Cabinet

7

A
5 Sink
6 Prep Table
7 Dining Table
5 Sink
6 Prep Table
7 Dining Table

Cleaning/ Prep
Cleaning/ Prep

Cooking
Cooking

Storage

The above diagrams are taken from Christine Frederick’s 1922 String Study.

The Above diagrams are taken from Christine Frederick’s 1922 String Study. It was used as a m

was used
as a method oftaken
measuring
processes
to establish1922
correct
TheItAbove
diagrams
fromwork
Christine
Frederick’s
Stringa Stu
processes
to establish are
correct and incorrect
patterns of work.
To identify a work pattern
strin
and
incorrect
patterns
work.
Toand
identify
workused
pattern
a string
isestablish
attached
body
and
the
end ofof
the
day, the
length
of a
string
is measured
theidentify
distance
processes
to atestablish
correct
incorrect
patterns
oftowork.
To
to the
at the
endthe
of the
day, the
of used
string used
is
body
andworker’s
at thebody
end and
of the
day,
length
oflength
string
is measured
to
measured to establish the distance covered. Originally published in Ladies
Home Journal. Graphics informed by the reproduction in MOMA exhibition.
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4.4

Masterplanning
Teller

5 min.

10 min.

15+ min.

INDEPENDENT

GUIDED

PERSONAL

Contemporary consumer
sentiment includes the desire
for independence. This
modality provides for little or no
assistance during branch visits,
although help is never far away
should a question or issue arise.

Guided service is offered to
customers that require additional
attention. In many cases they
enter the branch with questions
and are open to a longer
engagement.

Customers seeking personal
service require full attention.
They have an issue that requires
resolution or seek education that
requires a higher level of assistance
and often privacy.

17

13

16

8

14

15

13
14
15
16
17

Teller TCR
Back of House
Restrooms
Cash Counting
Brand Wall/
Backdrop

FULL ASSIST

5

4 Standard
5 Hoteling
6 Standard (Small)
7 Director
Education

12

7

11

10

Assisted Spaces

9

9 Specialist
10 Group Meeting
11 Private Cubby
12 Open Meeting

4

6

8 Flexible Class Space

ASSISTED

Support

Fundamental to transforming your branch should be a focus on master planning

2 Advisory Counter
3 Lounge/ Waiting
3A Branch Assistance

3
2

3A

ORIENT

and choreography of the new experience. We adapted the term master planning
with reference to David Lynch, whom may be considered the grandfather of master

Teller

planning, and his belief that the design of a city should focus on the experience of

1 Automated-Teller

the perspective through the eyes of the user in balance to the macro perspective
of networks, arteries, flows, mass, and open space. The design approach should be

1
1A

Communication
1A Rates Board
1B Digital Sign
1C Marketing Sign

through the lens of your customers as they approach the property, walk through your
activity, and fulfill and depart the branch. Masterplanning is a constant back and forth
and the relevance of these to the customer for the fulfilment of their needs.
See next section for an explanation of Choreography.
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1B

SELF-SERVICE

doors, orient themselves within the space, identify their destination, engage in their
between the macro condition of the whole branch and the relationship of all the parts

1C

Direct Connection
Close Proximity Connection
Loose Connection

4.5

Choreography

When we use the term choreography we are referring to the consideration and
design of how people move and interact within your branch. Consider the design of
your customer experience as a dance, frictionless and effortless for the user, within
an environment that has been designed to allow customers to intuitively fulfill their
trip needs. Successful choreography begins in the planning stages of the design, and
includes a focus on the moment to moment activities that will occur within the branch.
Subtle nuances in the architecture can guide users to know where to stand or queue,
and invite more casual engagement between contact-employees and customers.
Choreography, and service (experience) design in general, is an often overlooked or
undervalued dimension to a successful new branch design. Once design is complete
and in development, the focus on experience engagement begins and should consist
of numerous live workshops that are recorded in a new experiential playbook. We also
recommend workshops continue during contact-employee training and within the
actual new branch prior to launch. And never stop learning. Leverage your front-line
staff to share and feedback learnings on what is working and what is not, and iterate
as necessary. Branch transformation is iterative, you need to be open to revising and
editing your initial concept and improve it through actual application.
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4.6
Teller

Standard Office

Open Area Advisory

Teller + TCR

Manager Office

Casual Advisory

Automated Teller

Hoteling Office

Specialist Meeting

Intercept

Digital Sign

Group Meeting

Pause Counter

Marketing Sign

Cash Counting Rm

Lounge/Waiting

Brand Wall

Back of House

Physical Space/Architecture/Kit-of-Parts

As stated earlier, the physical space is the

Then you may break-down the vision and

stage for the activities of the branch. And

implement aspects of the future branch

while the size of the stage will fluctuate

as small adjustments to your existing

there is a basic kit for that should be

branches. Working from a vision you

unique for each organization aligned to

will find that the adjustments with the

the brand, the experience objectives, and

most impact may not be architectural,

experience strategy.
Branches are reducing in size
as traffic volumes decline, rent
and the costs-to-serve increase,
and low-value transactions
migrate to alternative channels.
This reduction requires a
stronger focus on getting the
basics right, and differentiating
your experience from your competitors.

or are partially architectural, meaning

Simply saying that advisory is important

the implementation of a new element

to you will not be reflected to the

as the support for a new engagement

customer unless they experience a

choreography with the focus on the role

physical change in the way you serve

and interaction between associate and

them. Unfortunately the common

customer. But sometimes big change

response has been to redecorate and

is needed. One case is grabbing the

add a concierge desk. Even if you

attention of younger, more distracted and

only plan to make adjustments to your

demanding, audiences. For this consumer

current branch, you should have a

you will need to show commitment

clearly defined vision for your future

because they value experience and

branch conceived and designer per your

appreciate nuance.

business and experience objectives.
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Groupings: Small 500 ft2

Groupings: Large 1,500 ft2

12

ASSISTED

ASSISTED

13
04

FULL ASSIST

10

06
11

07

09

ASSITED

04
05

01

06

08

ASSISTED

07

03
02
05

02
2A
SELF SERVICE

03

SELF SERVICE

SELF -SERVICE

FULL ASSIST

Teller

Assisted Spaces

Support

Communication

01 Self Service
02 Self Service
03 Manual Teller

04 Private Cubby
05 Standard Office

06 Back of House

07 Brand Wall

Teller

Assisted Spaces

Education

Support

Communication

01 Self Service
02 Self Service
02A Assistance
03 ATM-In Wall
04 Teller TCR

05 Private Cubby
06 Private Cubby
07 Open Meeting

11 Advisory Bar

12 Back of House

13 Brand Wall

Offices
08 Director (ADA)
09 Group Meeting
10 Hoteling
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01

4.7

Technology Enablement

In section 2.6 we asked you to consider what was the right technology for your
experience needs and objectives, and during the design of your new experience
technology should be an integral player. Technology should be an enabler in the
experience: enabling associates to deliver preemptive engagement, enabling
associates to engage customers/members personally, enabling customers to bank how
they want and when they want, enabling customers to access a broader array of your
capabilities and services irrelevant of the location of their interaction or channel, and
enabling a more complete and synchronized relationship between the customer, their
money, and your organization.

Mobile Assistant

1

4

2
3
4
5
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6

8
9

15

30

Recent Movie History
Zero Dark Thirty
| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

Favorite Movie Genre by attendance
10
8

Django Unchained

6

12/25/2012

4

| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey
12/14/2012

| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

2
0

Rise of the Guardians
| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

007: Skyfall
11/09/2012

| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

Stubs Rewards
Current Reward Balance: $10
$66 to next reward

Wreck It Ralph
11/02/2012

7

45

member since 2007

01/03/2013

5

Marshallkaz
123 Main Street
Town, ST 00000

11/21/2012

Practical Future Casting
When our team partnered with NCR on future casting the various industries where NCR
technology plays a key role, we made conclusions on the future experience by weighing a few
different conditions. The first was an assessment of the primary technology being used today,
and the history of innovation in the industry. So, for example, don’t bother about flying cars if
the last significant innovation in the car was a cleaner exhaust system, focus on what’s realistic
advancement. Next we explored all the emerging technologies within and around the industry, and
we compared this with the current and in-development technologies within NCR’s shed. Last we
analyzed the socio-cultural behavioral patterns of the customers both in the industry and in general.
Our output was to develop a narrative of the future condition and to visualize the experience
through the perspective of the user from conception to fulfilment. Part of our role was to make
decisions on what we felt the future scenario would actually be, short of the unicorn disrupter
that no one sees coming. We knew we would not be right on all our conclusions, but knew if we
focused on the fundamentals and the universals, we would be right on a high percentage of our
conclusions. A film director, with a background in futuristic films, in an interview mentioned how he
did not try to figure out what the future would be like in twenty and thirty years, because the span
of time was too great and there was no way to guess, nor would a viewer be able to guess either.
And if it was too abstract from the current reality then the viewer may struggle to believe or relate
to it. The key, he said, was to focus on ten or so years. The point is that the future of your financial
institution in twenty years is, for practical purposes, irrelevant today, but what it looks and operates
like in ten is important. You don’t need to visualize a post-mobile age, you simply need to make
some assessments on how much the mobile can take on, what it will require to realize this, and
have a plan to modify and adapt to new comer technologies and those that will die off.

1 2 3
4

Marshall K.

screen name:

| West Essex Theater, Livingston, NJ

Vouchers
Wishlist
Ironman 3
Man of Steel
A Good Day to Die Hard
Warm Bodies

4.8

Merchandising
(Products/Services)
In section 4.1 we talked about your branch as a setting, or stage, for the customer
experience, and from a merchandising perspective, your branch is very much a retail
setting for the display of your products. While financial services and products do
not easily set on a shelf and entice shoppers, the environment sets the scene for the

This thinking is fundamentally flawed, because it changes an enticement opportunity
into a hindrance. Financial institutions need to consider what is the right environment
to sell your products, to provide advisory services, and education, and how best to
engage customers when they are in the branch.
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IRA

more stanchions—place things in the way of customers and they will pay attention.

Wealth Mnagement

and promotions. Most financial institutions take an approach of more posters, and

Certificates

conversion from browsing to purchase, and how better to communicate new products

Credit Cards

better understand when shoppers are more accepting of new offers, what increases

Savings Plans

during, and after purchase, and yet very few banks do the same. Retailers want to

Colleege Planning

a significant amount of their time understanding the shopper state of mind before,

Auto Loans

applied to the financial environment. A key point we often make is retailers spend

Deposit Savings

are a great deal of learnings on customer experience that can be gathered and

Deposit Checking

do to engage and merchandise. While the product offering is different, their

Retirement Planning

We often recommend to clients that they spend more time analyzing what retailers

Insurance

engagement between your contact-employees and their verbal sales of your offerings.

4.9

Content & Activation

The transformation should consider an integrated engagement structure that, when
activated, will spark more interaction between your customers and contact-employees.
Fundamental to this structure should be an emotional engagement with customers
through their dreams and aspirations, understanding the interests they want to spend
more time doing but which require some type of financial support to do so.
Jennifer has always dreamed of opening up her own restaurant; Devon
loves collecting comics, and would love to create a digital platform to
engage with other collectors; Ahmed and Anisa have a life goal to visit
Japan before they turn forty; Lin hopes to pay-off her student debt in five
years and buy her first home in ten.
Your new branch should include an activation architecture and programming
ecosystem to engage customers each visit. In-store communication, at its most
effective, should be considered as a system from the smallest object on the table to
the content displayed on digital and print media.
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4.10

Back of House Support Processes

The back of house, or off-stage area, is a vital component of the branch operation,

Old Model

but one that requires a lighter investment relative to aesthetics and finishes. It should,

- Lots of square footage
- Lots of back of house

however, consider the staff needs and provide an engaging area for them to spend
their down time. Considerations may include dedicated areas where staff can decorate,
or a uniquely designed lounge or cafe space. The staff area should be an exercise by
internal human resource leaders and an opportunity to realize some engaging stafffocused initiatives.

45%
55%

We have worked with clients to significantly reduce the overall square footage
dedicated to the back-of-house in efforts to optimize branch efficiency. As a general
rule the back of house should be less than 40% of the overall branch square footage,
optimally closer to 20% as an ideal.
Another consideration is moving hotel spaces to the off-stage allowing staff to

80%

complete their daily work beyond the eye of the queuing customers in the branch.

20%

New Model

- Less square footage
- Smaller back-of-house
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5
IMAGE: Photo of service design
workshop. Participants are actingout use-cases within a new branch
design with the walls taped-out on
the floor and some key interactive
modules constructed from foam
core material.
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5
Prioritization,
Testing & Measurement
In reference to the project model outlined in section three, after completing the design

SCORECARD

for your new branch and experience the next steps should include a decommission

KPIs

of the new vision where the ideas are prioritized relative to time-to-market and

Accessibility

%

the trade-off between cost of investment versus impact relative to the customer. A
transformation project is not only about what can be implemented today, it should

Content Evaluation

be visionary outlining a series of iterations, evolutions, or advancements that span

High Quality

the next five to ten years. While a majority of the transformation should be able to
be immediately implemented, the vision should include a migration plan for up-fits,
and evolutions as transactions migrate to remote channels, and tech-readiness for

Easy to Understand
Useful

technology and data advancements that become more accessible and can be more

Trustworthy

prominent in later branch iterations.

Relevant
Fresh and Interesting

After the prioritization assessment, the team should focus on testing the new design
and choreography using real-life use-cases and front line contact employees. We
recommend a series of workshops with the goal to develop the staff choreography into
a strong new customer engagement program that includes talent acquisition, a robust
orientation and on-boarding program, and a training and rehearsal program for staff.

Migration
Transaction Sets
Complex Transacts
Withdrawals
Deposits

And last of all is a measurement program that tracks the success of the new experience
including migration, performance, brand awareness in market, category share,
customer satisfaction, and customer comments around key engagement objectives.
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Pre-Pilot

Pilot

Branch N

6
IMAGE: Visual of new concept for
Mandiri Bank, showing advisory
space modules.
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About Design Made

Design Made is a design consultancy
with an expertise in consumer experience
design. We create, design, develop, and
manage the relationship of organizations
and their consumers. We partner with
executives to align or redefine the
engagement between their organization
and the people who consume their
products and services.
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Design Made Inc. is design agency based in New York City. From the beginning Design
Made has been a multidisciplinary design agency and consultancy offering brand,
advertising, service, and architectural design services. The company maintains a strong
focus on the consumer experience, and offers a range of services to deconstruct and
reconstruct experiential channels, including experience audits, user mapping, service
design, and a range of design workshops.
Design Made has extensive expertise in the transformation of financial institutions; with
services that include existing customer assessments (both analytic and experiential),
brand management, marketing, customer journey mapping and new service design, and
complete branch transformation from concept to design to implementation and roll-out.
Working with BECU and NCR’s future technologies team in 2010, Design Made created
a blueprint for the bank of the future that included a visualization of future spaces and
formats, customer engagement and choreography, content and activation, and day in
the life narratives. In 2013, in partnership with NCR and Wells Fargo they conceived,
developed, and implemented the highly acclaimed new self-service store concept the
Neighborhood Bank. Design Made has worked with a range of financial institution
clients ranging from small credit unions with a single branch to national organizations
with thousands of branches.
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6.2
Pre-planning workshops
How to build the bank of the future:
a field guide for financial institutions

The content of this book is available as a presentation and/or workshop. The
content is supplemented with tangible examples both inside-of and outside-of
the financial industry, with more in-depth case studies of branch transformations,
offering further insights and more engaging storytelling. The workshops further
include a series of interactive exercises to guide your team through a deeper
assessment of your existing condition, and provide more intelligence on how to
successfully build your branch of the future.
Our workshops can be tailored to specific challenges, or to an individual
organization, and are based on the collective knowledge of more than 100 branch
reconsideration projects. Each workshop promises a stimulating and energetic day
of learning and may include all the authors of this field guide, or select individual(s)
based on your specific needs or challenges. Our authors have collaborated on
a range of branch transformations, and each bring a unique perspective and
depth of experience that can offer a broad introduction to how to ready your
organization for and how to transform your branch, or they can lead a deeper dive
into an individual aspect of branch transformation.
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Financial institutions may request a free
printed copy of this field guide by sending
an email to info@design-made.com. Please
list “field guide” in the subject. Requests for
delivery to addresses outside of the U.S. will
be subject to shipping costs.
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build the
bank of the
future:
a field guide
for financial
institutions
Brock Danner
contributor: Martha Powers
How to build the bank of the future: a field guide for
financial institutions is a complimentary primer on branch
transformation developed and designed by Design Made
and their partners. For additional copies, or the rights to
use any of the content in this book, please contact Design
Made. (info@design-made.com)
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